
 

The “Low Interest Rate” Forecast – What It Means for Clients 

By Mike Bell 

Rate watchers predict an “extended low rate climate” for long-term interest rates.  If you are 

financing a home purchase or borrowing for another reason, this might be good.  But how do 

low interest rates affect your client’s life insurance?  Now is the time to “bring the headline 

home”.  The “climate” presents a challenge and an opportunity for today’s advisor.  If you choose 

opportunity, how will you map it out for clients? 

The Low Interest Rate Challenge 

“Low interest rates are the single greatest challenge facing the industry.”1 An insurance company 

mainstay is bond investing.  Bonds’ long-term nature and interest feature naturally compliments 

the long-term timeline of a life insurance policy.  What were interest rates like 20 or 30 years 

ago?  Higher.  As bonds mature, the money needs to be re-invested but unfortunately at a lower 

interest rate than even the minimum guarantee rate provided in policies sold back in the 80’s 

and 90’s.   

Faced with low interest payments from traditional investments like bonds, some insurance 

companies are doing some or all of these things: 

 Changing their portfolio mix to include investments that provide the potential for a 

higher return than bonds, relative to their risk.   

 Lowering credited interest rates. 

 Increasing cost of insurance rates on groups (known as classes) of policyholders. 

Competitive pressures may artificially keep interest rates or indexed universal life rate caps 

higher for today’s life insurance products.  But for how long?  As your client’s trusted advisor, a 

practical, realistic approach is needed.   

No One Likes a Surprise from their Life Insurance 

Life insurance is a “trust me” product.  A client looks to you to “advise” them.  Get out in front of 

the news.  Meet and talk regularly with your clients:  

1. Schedule an Annual Review or Semi-Annual Review –Book time with clients for 

regular check-ins and progress reports once or twice a year to adjust the life insurance 

assumptions and present alternate options.  The meeting helps remind your client that 

as a team, the two of you have a mapped a plan and you are “working the plan”.  

2. Anticipate what your client needs --What information will give your client context?   

What questions will he or she have?  You can’t anticipate all questions but you can 

prepare for many of them.   

                                                           
1 Steven Johnson, vice president, Products, Colonial Life and Accident as quoted in “View from the Top of the Life 
Insurance Industry”, California Broker, August 25, 2016. 



 

3. Leverage policy management tools and resources – Use the tools to streamline 

your process in preparing for a policy review meeting.  Insurance companies typically 

offer inforce tools that illustrate different interest rate assumptions, premium payment 

patterns and/or “pre-schedule” inforce illustrations.    

4. Help your client be more “interest rate savvy” --Use an inforce illustration as a 

“climate map” of their policy.  Point out where conditions can vary and identify where 

elements are fixed and guaranteed.  Just like a map, an illustration helps a client 

understand where they are and how changes can affect the policy.   

5. Be the go-to advisor – have regular communication with your client.  A phone call, 

email, or newsletter helps keeps you top-of-mind with a client.   

Take the challenge and turn it into an opportunity.  Part of your client conversations will be 

difficult.  But in the end, they will appreciate that you were there to help them. 

Buying Life Insurance Today – Be A Stand-Out Advisor 

Clients considering a purchase of life insurance today also need to “map out” a strategy.  It is 

tempting to think short-term.  But you are uniquely positioned to help a client see beyond the 

near-horizon and anticipate what will be needed in the long-term.  What can you do so your 

client better understands the contour of today’s low interest rate climate? 

1. Look beyond sales illustration and the underwriting offer –Resist the 

temptation of choosing a policy solely on an attractive illustration or the “best” 

underwriting offer.  A client assumes that you, as the advisor, evaluate an insurance 

product and its issuing company as the right solution for them now, 10 years, 20 years 

and 30 years from now.  That client expects that you would put him with an insurance 

carrier you trust even if you were no longer in the picture.   So ask the questions a client 

does not know to ask: 

 Does the inforce policyholder’s renewal interest rate varying from the rate offered 
to new policyholder’s buying today?   If so, by how much?  The renewal interest 
rates may be a factor to consider for the interest rate you assume in your sales 
illustrations. 

 Has the insurance carrier increased the cost of insurance rates on an inforce 
block of business?  How often? 

 What does the insurance carrier’s investment holdings look like? Are they 
shifting their portfolio mix in areas in which they historically have invested?   

 Are they taking on additional risk relative to the potential return?  Or, are they 
investing in different asset classes that have a greater potential return without 
sacrificing quality?  

1. Stress test the product –Evaluate a life insurance product with a current interest rate 

and lower interest rate assumptions (including indexed universal life insurance).  Often, 

the lower interest rates will tell you more about how the policy really performs.   

2. Keep an eye on the VIX® --Be realistic about indexed universal life insurance.  While 

indexed universal life insurance is an interest-rate based life insurance product, volatility 



 

is still a contributing factor in the cap rates.  Greater 

volatility translates into higher option prices, less 

volatility lower option prices.  Low interest rates + high 

option prices = lower cap rates.   Cap rates are key to the 

interest credited on indexed universal life insurance.  

3. Under promise and over deliver -- show the client 

upfront more conservative assumptions on the 

illustration.   Imagine meeting with your client a year 

later and showing an inforce illustration that did as 

planned or better! 

As a trusted advisor, your clients rely on you to watch for the 

early warning signs in the news headlines.  Help them navigate 

through the impacts on their life insurance and your return may 

be client loyalty, referrals and an overall better client 

experience.  To help you achieve that, here are some resources 

to tap:   

1. Ratings Reports -  Ratings reports, updates and press 

releases from A.M. Best, Fitch, Moody’s and Standard & 

Poor’s are typically posted to the insurance company’s 

website.   

2. Financial information and investment quality – Financial information, annual 

reports and investment quality report can be found on the company’s website. 

3. Current News – Besides the company’s website, do an internet search or use one of the 

larger press release websites (www.PRNewswire.com, www.PRWeb.com ) to search for 

recent company information.  

4. Insurance Company Ratings software – software like Lifelink’s Vital Signs 

aggregates the financial data from annual reports and insurance company ratings into a 

report-like format.   

Whether an existing policy or a new purchase, your client understands interest rates are low and 

the stock market goes up and down.  What he or she won’t understand is, you not talking about 

it.   I hope you will embrace the challenge and turn it into your business opportunity. 
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What’s the “VIX”? 

The VIX is the Chicago Board 

Options Exchange (CBOE)’s 

volatility index.  It is a measure 

of market expectations for 

near-term volatility.  It 

estimates expected volatility in 

the S&P 500® Index by 

averaging the weighted prices 

of the S&P 500 Index puts and 

calls over a wide range of strike 

prices.  More information about 

the VIX is available at 

www.CBOE.com.   
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